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Background: Owing to its combined effects, the co-delivery of different therapeutics is

a promising option for the treatment of cancer. In the present study, tumor-targeting poly

(ethylene glycol)-poly(lactic acid) (PEG-PLA) nanoparticles were developed for the transpor-

tation of two molecules, namely chemotherapeutic drug 5-fluorouracil (5Fu) and radionuclide

iodine-131 (131I), in a single platform.

Methods: The obtained nanoparticles (Cetuximab [Cet]-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I) were spherical

(diameter approximately 110 nm) and pH-sensitive. The targeting effect of nanoparticles via

Cet was confirmed in colorectal cancer cells using a fluorescent assay. The combined effects

of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I on cell viability and apoptosis were evaluated in colorectal cancer

cells by Cell Counting Kit-8 and flow cytometry assays.

Results: Blank nanoparticles (Cet-PEG-PLA) showed good biocompatibility, and Cet-PEG-

PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles were the most effective in terms of inhibition of cell viability and

induction of apoptosis compared with monotherapy using Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu or Cet-PEG-

PLA-131I. In the xenograft mouse model, compared with using Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu or Cet-PEG

-PLA-131I alone, Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles exhibited prolonged circulation in the

blood and accumulation in the tumor, thus resulting in enhanced antitumor efficacy.

Additionally, combined radio-chemotherapy with Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles was

associated with smaller tumor sizes than monotherapy, revealing the superior antitumor effects

of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles. These effects were further evidenced by histological

and immunohistochemical analyses.

Conclusion: The multifunctional Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles are promising candi-

dates for the co-delivery of 5Fu-mediated chemotherapy and 131I-mediated radiotherapy.
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Introduction
Colorectal cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed malignancy, accounting for

10% of all cancer cases worldwide.1 Approximately 25% of the patients present with

other metastatic disease, which develops in 50% of the newly diagnosed patients.2

There are various therapeutic options for colorectal cancer, such as chemotherapy,

radiotherapy, immunotherapy, and surgery.3–5 However, monotherapy with chemother-

apeutic drugs or radioactive isotopes is usually associated with inadequate therapeutic

results because of its poor specificity and dose-dependent adverse effects.6,7

Radiotherapy and chemotherapy strategies are commonly combined for the treatment

of cancer in the clinic to achieve synergetic therapeutic outcomes.8
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Radiotherapy has been utilized in anticancer treatment

owing to its ability to kill tumor cells by damaging their

DNA.9 Various radionuclides, such as iodine-131 (131I) can

be bio-conjugated or loaded to nanoparticles resulting in

improved therapeutic effects. Radionuclide 131I, serving as

a radiotherapy agent, provides imaging feasibility, as well as

gamma- and beta-emitting treatment effects.10 5-fluorouracil

(5Fu) is one of the most common chemotherapeutic drugs

for the treatment of colorectal cancer.11 However, the appli-

cations of 5Fu are limited by side effects due to non-

specificity and short circulation half-life in the plasma.12

Therefore, it could be expected that the loading of 5Fu to

a targeted drug delivery system will optimize its therapeutic

efficacy, due to a controlled delivery to the tumor tissue and

optimization of the poor pharmacokinetic profile (eg, exten-

sive biodistribution and short half-life).

Over the past few years, nanomedicine has exploited

the potential of designing tumor-targeted nanocarriers

which can deliver anticancer drugs in a molecule-

selective manner, thereby improving the safety and effi-

cacy of anticancer treatment.13,14 Accumulating studies

have demonstrated the feasibility of the application of

tumor-targeted nanoparticles.15,16 Nanotechnology has

provided deep insights into the understanding of biological

processes in diseases and enabled the development of

novel therapeutics for the treatment of cancer.17 Targeted

drug delivery systems, especially active targeting nanopar-

ticles, have been employed to improve the bioavailability

and biodistribution of chemical agents.18 The abundant

expression of target molecules is mandatory for successful

receptor-mediated tumor imaging and therapy. The epider-

mal growth factor receptor (EGFR), a transmembrane

receptor located on the cell surface, plays a vital role in

signaling pathways which regulate cell proliferation and

tumor metastasis.19 A previous study suggested that

EGFR is highly expressed in different types of tumors,

including colorectal cancer.20 Hence, EGFR is a valuable

candidate for the treatment of cancer. Cetuximab (Cet) is

a monoclonal immunoglobulin G1 antibody that targets

EGFR and suppresses the proliferation of different cancer

cells.21

Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) has been utilized in various

studies as a drug carrier owing to its biocompatibility and

biodegradability.22,23 However, its application is limited by

high hydrophobicity and entrapment by macrophages,

which results in undesired effects (eg, lower drug-loading

capability and reduced drug-accumulating time).24

Copolymerization with other polymers, particularly hydro-

philic polymers such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), may

help address the shortcomings of PLA polymeric systems.25

Different types of copolymers, such as methoxy PEG

(mPEG)-PLA and mPEG-PLA-mPEG, which are charac-

terized by core-shell structures, could be produced through

copolymerization of PLAwith PEG. Notably, Genexol-PM,

a mPEG-PLA-based polymeric micelles product, has been

marketed for cancer therapy.26

In this study, we constructed Cet-decorated multifunc-

tional nanoparticles (Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I) by loading

5Fu and 131I to achieve combined radio-chemotherapy of

colorectal cancer (Scheme 1). We firstly characterized the

physical profiles of the obtained nanoparticles and their

intracellular uptake. Subsequently, we investigated the

in vivo blood circulation and distribution of the nanoparti-

cles. Finally, we ascertained the combined antitumor activity

Scheme 1 The preparation of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles.
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of the prepared nanoparticles in a colorectal cancer cell

xenografted mouse model.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Amine-terminated PEG (molecular weight [MW]: 5 kDa)

functionalized PLA (MW: 10 kDa) was procured from

Daigang Bio-material (Jinan, China). 5Fu was obtained

from Simcere Pharmaceutical Group (Nanjing, China).

Radionuclide 131I was purchased from Shanghai GMS

Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). All other

reagents were of analytical grade.

Preparation of Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I Nanoparticles
Preparation of PEG-PLA-5Fu

The water-in-oil-in-water (w/o/w) solvent evaporation

method was performed to fabricate the Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu

nanoparticles. Briefly, 10 mg of PEG-PLAwas dissolved in

1 mL of trichloromethane and stirred at room temperature to

obtain a uniform solution. 5Fu (2 mg) was dispersed in

0.2 mL of Millipore water, added to PLA solution, and

sonicated at 200 W for 5 min to generate the w/o primary

solution. The primary solution was centrifuged at 3,000 rpm

to remove free 5Fu and PLA, and emulsified with 2 mL of

2% polyvinyl alcohol solution containing Tween 80 as

a surfactant by rotating at 9,500 rpm for 30 min to generate

the final w/o/w emulsion. Finally, the solution was evapo-

rated to volatile trichloromethane at 30°C for 30 min.

Fabrication of PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I and PEG-PLA-131I

PEG-PLA-5Fu and PEG-PLAwere labeled with 131I via the

chemical iodide method.28 In brief, 200 μCi of 131I was

added into PEG-PLA-5Fu or PEG-PLA (10 mg/mL, 1 mL).

Subsequently, the mixture was coated with iodogen followed

by sonication for 5 min at 37°C. Free 131I was removed by

centrifugation using a filter (MW cut-off: 10 kDa) and

washed until radioactivity was no longer detected. The radi-

olabeling yield of the labeled nanoparticles was evaluated

using an automatic gamma counter (LKB gamma 1261; LKB

Instruments).

Cet Decoration of Nanoparticles

Cet (0.5 mg) was added into the aqueous solution of PEG-

PLA, PEG-PLA-5Fu, PEG-PLA-131I, and PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I (PEG-PLA concentration: 1 mg/mL) in the pre-

sence of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide

hydrochloride and co-incubated under gentle stirring at

room temperature for 6 h. Finally, Cet-decorated nanopar-

ticles were generated by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for

10 min.

Characterization of Nanoparticles
The hydrodynamic size and zeta potential of nanoparti-

cles were detected by dynamic light scattering (DLS).

The morphological characteristics of nanoparticles were

observed through transmission electron microscopy

(TEM). Cet-modified PEG-PLA nanoparticles were

characterized using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy

devices.

Loading and Release of 5Fu
The amount of 5Fu in the nanoparticles was detected using

an ultraviolet–visible spectrophotometer. Lyophilized

nanoparticles (1 mg) were dissolved in 1 mL of hydro-

chloric acid to extract 5Fu for loading and encapsulation

measurement. The samples were gently shaken for 6 h at

95°C to completely leach out 5Fu. Following filtration,

100 μL of supernatant was diluted to 1 mL. The amount

of 5Fu loaded and encapsulated in nanoparticles was mea-

sured using an ultraviolet–visible spectrophotometer at

a wavelength of 265 nm. It was expressed as loading

efficiency and encapsulation efficiency calculated as

follows:

Loading efficiency %ð Þ ¼ Amount of 5Fu in nanoparticles

Total weight of nanoparticles
� 100

Encapsulation efficiency %ð Þ ¼ Amount of 5Fu in nanoparticles
Total amount of added 5Fu

� 100

The sustained release of 5Fu from nanoparticles was exam-

ined by dissolving 100 mg of nanoparticles in phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS; pH 5.0 and 7.4). The solution (15 mL)

was divided into 30 Eppendorf tubes, and the samples were

placed in a shaker at 200 rpm at 37°C. At predetermined time

intervals, each sample was withdrawn and prepared accord-

ing to the aforementioned method. The absorbance of each

released sample was calculated as follows:

Accumulated release %ð Þ ¼ Amount of 5Fu released
Total amount of nanoparticles�
Loading efficiency %ð Þ
� 100
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Radiolabeling Stability of 131I-Labeled

Nanoparticles
Cet-PEG-PLA-131I or Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I were added to

fresh human serum and PBS for predetermined time intervals

at 37°C to evaluate the stability of radionuclide 131I. Serum

samples (10 μL) were withdrawn and centrifuged to remove

the detached radionuclide. Subsequently, the radioactivity

was examined using an automatic gamma counter (LKB

gamma 1261; LKB Instruments).

Cellular Uptake of Nanoparticles
The fluorescent dye indocyanine green (ICG) was encap-

sulated in Cet-PEG-PLA nanoparticles as a fluorescence

probe for evaluating the uptake of the nanoparticles.27

SW620 cells (Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai,

China) were cultured in a glass bottom dish at a density

of 4×106 for 24 h. Cet-PEG-PLA-ICG and PEG-PLA-ICG

were added and incubated for 30 min and 4 h at 37°C,

respectively. Subsequently, the cells were treated with

4ʹ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole for 10 min and washed

thrice with PBS. Images were captured under a confocal

fluorescence microscope (Leica TCS SP8).

In vitro Cytotoxicity Assay
SW620 colorectal cancer cells were seeded in 96-well plates

at a density of 5×104 cells/well and cultured in Dulbecco’s

modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal

bovine serum at 37°C. After 24 h, different concentrations

of Cet-PEG-PLA, free 5Fu, 131I, Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu, Cet-

PEG-PLA-131I, and Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I were added and

incubated for another 24 h. Next, 10 μL of Cell Counting Kit-

8 solution was added and the plates were incubated for 1 h.

Cell Apoptosis
Cells were seeded in a six-well plate at a density of

3×105 cells/well and incubated for 24 h. The old medium

was replaced with new medium containing Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu (5 μg/mL of 5Fu), Cet-PEG-PLA-131I (200 μCi of
131I), or Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I (5 μg/mL of 5Fu, 200

μCi of 131I). After incubation for 24 h, cells were trypsi-

nized and resuspended in 300 μL of binding buffer.

Subsequently, 5 μL of Annexin V-propidium iodide was

added for 15 min and mixed with 200 μL of binding

buffer. Finally, cells were analyzed using a flow cyt-

ometer (BD Biosciences, USA).

Animal Model
BALB/c mice (age: 6–8 weeks, weight: 18–22 g) were

purchased from the Animal Center of Cancer Hospital

Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (Beijing, China)

and housed under standard conditions. All animal proce-

dures were performed in accordance with the Guide for the

Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National

Institutes of Health and approved by the Committee on

the Ethics of Animal Experiments. SW620 cells (3×106) in

100 μL of PBS were subcutaneously injected into the right

flank of mice to establish the xenograft model.

Blood Circulation and Biodistribution

Study
Normal BALB/c mice were intravenously injected with

free 131I (200 μCi), Cet-PEG-PLA-131I, and Cet-PEG-

PLA-5Fu-131I (200 μCi of 131I). At certain time points,

20 μL of blood samples were collected from the orbital

venous plexus of mice. The radioactivity was measured

using an automatic gamma counter.

SW620 tumor-bearing mice were intravenously injected

with free 131I (200 μCi), Cet-PEG-PLA-131I, and Cet-PEG-
PLA-5Fu-131I (200 μCi of 131I), and sacrificed 24 h post

injection to detect the biodistribution of nanoparticles. The

tumor tissues were collected for the detection of radioactiv-

ity. The thyroids of mice were pre-blocked with cold

sodium iodide prior to injection with drugs.29

In vivo Combined Therapeutic Effects
When the tumor volume reached approximately 100 mm3,

tumor-bearing mice were assigned into six groups (five

mice/group) and received saline, Cet-PEG-PLA (50 mg/kg),

Cet-PEG-PLA-131I (200 μCi of 131I), Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu

(8 mg/kg of 5Fu), Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I (8 mg/kg of 5Fu,

200 μCi of 131I), and PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I (8 mg/kg of 5Fu, 200

μCi of 131I) to assess the combined antitumor effects of nano-

particles. The groups received intravenous injections once

every 3 days (total of six injections). Tumor size and body

weight were measured once every 2 days, and calculated using

the following formula: volume (cm3) = length (L) × width2

(W2)/2.

Histopathology and

Immunohistochemical Staining
After 20 days of treatment, the mice were sacrificed. The

major organs (liver, lungs, and kidneys) and tumor tissues

were collected, fixed in 4% formaldehyde, and embedded
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in paraffin to prepare the sections (5 μm). Subsequently,

the sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin to

examine histological changes. Terminal deoxynucleotidyl

transferase UTP nick end labeling (TUNEL) and Ki-67

were also analyzed based on previous literature.30,31

Statistical Analysis
All data are representative of three independent experiments

and presented as the mean ± standard errors. Statistical analy-

sis was calculated using GraphPad Prism 6.0 (GraphPad

Software Inc., USA). Student’s t-test was employed to com-

pare differences between groups. A p-value <0.05 denoted

a statistically significant difference, and a p-value <0.01 was

considered highly significant.

Results and Discussion
Characterization of Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I Nanoparticles
The morphology and size distribution of nanoparticles were

detected through TEM and DLS. As shown in Figure 1A, the

obtained Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles showed uni-

form size distribution with spherical shape. By utilizing

DLS, it was found that the mean size of Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I nanoparticles was approximately 110 nm

(Figure 1B), consistent with the results obtained from TEM.

Besides, the zeta potential of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I was

−23.7 mV. FTIR and 1H NMR spectroscopies were used to

confirm the synthetic nano-complexes. In FTIR analysis

(Figure 1C), an absorption peak at 1,600 cm−1 (N-H stretch)

was revealed for the successful modification of Cet on the

surface of PEG-PLA nanoparticles. In 1H NMR analysis

(Figure 1D), a PEG proton peak was obtained at δ 3.70 ppm

and a Cet-PEG-PLA nanoparticle proton peak was revealed at

δ 4.80 ppm. The radioactive stability of the nanoparticles in the

serum and PBS was also determined. As illustrated in

Figure 1E, following incubation with Cet-PEG-PLA-131I and

Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I in PBS and serum for 24 h, >80%

conservation of total radioactivity was observed. The stability

was reduced after 24 h, which may be due to protein interac-

tions in the serum. Meanwhile, the stability of Cet-PEG-PLA

nanoparticles was evaluated by measuring the zeta potential

(Figure 1F); the results suggested that Cet-PEG-PLA main-

tained a high level of stability in PBS and serum. In addition,

the 5Fu-loading capacity and encapsulation efficiency of Cet-

PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I were 15.39 ± 0.27% and 85.62 ± 0.79%,

respectively. The radiolabeling yield of Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I was 42.9 ± 4.1%.

In vitro Release Study
We also sought to determine the properties of PEG-PLA

nanoparticles as drug-releasing tools. For this purpose, the

in vitro release profiles of 5Fu from Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I nanoparticles were monitored using PBS with

pH 5.0 and 7.4 to simulate the tumor environment and

physiological environment, respectively. As shown in

Figure 1G, Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles sug-

gested a sustained release at both pH 5.0 and 7.4. The

accumulated release rates of 5Fu from nanoparticles at pH

5.0 and 7.4 within 120 h were 77.67% and 28.35%,

respectively. Moreover, the 5Fu release appeared to be

more evident in the lower pH condition versus the physical

pH environment. This pH-dependent release was benefi-

cial in protecting normal tissues from damage.

Cellular Uptake
The amount of drug taken up by cells plays an important

role in the therapeutic effects. ICG, approved for clinical

use by the US Food and Drug Administration, is highly

biocompatible and has been widely used for tumor cell

imaging.32 In this study, we evaluated the cellular uptake

of nanoparticles through encapsulating ICG using

a confocal fluorescence microscope (Figure 2). The results

showed that the fluorescence intensity of cells treated with

Cet-PEG-PLA-ICG was significantly higher than that of

cells treated with PEG-PLA-ICG. This indicated that Cet-

PEG-PLA-ICG could be readily internalized by SW620

cells compared with PEG-PLA-ICG, and this was attributed

to the Cet targeting effect. Cells were pretreated with Cet to

block EGFR and further analyze the uptake behavior of Cet-

PEG-PLA-ICG. As illustrated, weak fluorescence signals

were observed in cells with pre-blocked EGFR prior to

incubation with Cet-PEG-PLA-ICG. These results clarified

that Cet-PEG-PLA-ICG nanoparticles were able to target

cancer cells overexpressing EGFR via the specific recogni-

tion between Cet and EGFR. This finding was consistent

with a previous report stating that Cet was an efficient

tumor-targeting moiety by binding to EGFR excessively

expressed on the surface of colorectal cancer cells.33

In vitro Cytotoxicity Study
The potential effect of PEG-PLA nanoparticles on the viability

of SW620 cells was investigated using the Cell CountingKit-8

assay. Cet-PEG-PLAdid not showmarked cytotoxicity against

SW620 cells even at a high concentration of 1,000 μg/mL for

24 h (Figure 3A), demonstrating the excellent biocompatibility
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Figure 1 Characterization of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles. (A) TEM image of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles. (B) Size distribution of Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I nanoparticles. (C) FTIR analysis. (D) 1H NMR spectrum. (E) Radioactive stability of Cet-PEG-PLA-131I and Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles in PBS and

serum was determined using a gamma counter. (F) Stability of Cet-PEG-PLA in PBS and serum was determined by measuring the zeta potential. (G) 5Fu release profiles of

Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles at different pH values.
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of PEG-PLA. The cancer cell-killing ability of 5Fu-loaded and
131I-labeled nanoparticleswas subsequently evaluated by incu-

bating SW620 cells with free 5Fu, free 131I, Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu, Cet-PEG-PLA-131I, or Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I at differ-

ent concentrations. It was found that Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu was

more toxic than free 5Fu (Figure 3B), which may be attributed

to the increased cellular uptake of 5Fu via Cet-PEG-PLA.

Furthermore, there was obvious toxicity of Cet-PEG-PLA--
131I compared with free 131I at the same radiation dose

(Figure 3C), whichmay be due to the increased cellular uptake

of 131I through PEG-PLA. Furthermore, the combination of

radio-chemotherapy (Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I) resulted in the

Figure 2 In vitro cellular uptake study. Confocal fluorescence images of SW620 cells incubated with ICG-labeled PEG-PLA and Cet-PEG-PLA for 30 min and 4 h.

Figure 3 In vitro cell cytotoxicity assay. (A) Relative cell viabilities of SW620 cells after treatment with PEG-PLA and Cet-PEG-PLA for 24 h. (B) Relative cell viabilities of SW620

cells after treatment with 5Fu and Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu for 24 h. (C) Relative cell viabilities of SW620 cells after treatment with 131I and Cet-PEG-PLA-131I for 24 h. (D) Relative cell

viabilities of SW620 cells after treatment with Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu, Cet-PEG-PLA-131I, and Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I for 24 h. *p<0.05.
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most superior cytotoxicity versusmonotherapywith Cet-PEG-

PLA-5Fu or Cet-PEG-PLA-131I (Figure 3D). Taken together,

the results indicated that the combined radio-chemotherapy

based on Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles achieved an

enhanced antitumor effect.

Cell Apoptosis
The cytotoxic effects of PEG-PLA-based nanoparticles were

further investigated by Annexin-V-propidium iodide apopto-

sis analysis. As depicted in Figure 4, treatment with Cet-PEG

-PLA-5Fu or Cet-PEG-PLA-131I induced early apoptosis in

approximately 33% and 21% of cancer cells, respectively.

Importantly, Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I exhibited a distinct

apoptotic rate of cells (as high as 44%) in the early phase,

suggesting the superior anticancer effects of radio-

chemotherapy based on PEG-PLA nanoparticles.

In vivo Circulation in the Blood and

Biodistribution
The in vivo behavior of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles

was evaluated prior to combination treatment. Figures 5A

and B show that the half-life of free 131I was very short due

to rapid renal filtration. Hence, high doses of 131I are required

to achieve certain radiotherapeutic effects,which often result in

undesired therapeutic outcomes and damage to normal tissues.

As expected, the circulation half-life of Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I in the blood was longer than that of free 131I, which

may be due to the fact that the formulation of nanoparticles

could effectively suppress rapid metabolism via enhanced

permeability and a retention effect.34 Consequently, the

adverse effects caused by 131I could be reduced.

The detailed biodistribution of free 131I, Cet-PEG

-PLA-131I, and Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles in xeno-

graft mice was examined 24 h post injection (Figure 5C). The

accumulation of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I in the tumor was

approximately three-fold higher than that of free 131I, possibly

caused by the active tumor-targeting ability of Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I nanoparticles. Of note, the radioactivity levels in

other organs of mice injected with Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I were <5% ID/g, except for the liver due to the strong

liver first-pass effect of drugs. Collectively, these results indi-

cate that Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles have

a conspicuous active tumor-targeting ability.

In vivo Combination Therapy Based on

PEG-PLA Nanoparticles
We successfully established the xenograft mice model to

investigate the antitumor activity of PEG-PLA-based nano-

particles in vivo. Monotherapy with Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu (che-

motherapy) or Cet-PEG-PLA-131I (radiotherapy) inhibited

Figure 4 Cell apoptosis induced by PEG-PLA nanoparticles. Flow cytometric analysis of SW620 cells treated with nanoparticles for 24 h.

Figure 5 In vivo circulation in the blood and biodistribution. (A) Circulation in the blood and (B) half-life of 131I, Cet-PEG-PLA-131I, and Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I. (C)

Biodistribution of 131I, Cet-PEG-PLA-131I, and Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I measured 24 h post injection. *p<0.05.
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tumor growth slightly compared with saline or blank Cet-PEG

-PLA treatment (Figures 6A and B). Moreover, the combina-

tion treatment of Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I markedly sup-

pressed tumor growth, revealing the significantly enhanced

effects of combination therapy. Notably, treatment with Cet-

PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I exhibited stronger suppressive activity

compared with PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I. This is likely attributed

to the fact that Cet could promote EGFR-mediated tumor-

targeted accumulation and prolong circulation in the blood,

thereby leading to improved therapeutic outcomes. The body

weight of the mice was also monitored to further investigate

whether these treatments would stimulate toxicity. As

expected, the body weights of the mice in the treated groups

were approximately equal to those reported in the control

group. There was no loss of body weight or other serious

toxic effects (Figure 6C), demonstrating the good biocompat-

ibility and reliable safety of PEG-PLA-based nanoparticles.

Collectively, combined chemo-radiotherapy using PEG-

functionalized PLA nanoparticles as the nanocarrier offers

excellent advantages in the treatment of cancer with improved

therapeutic efficacy.

Histological and Immunohistochemical

Analyses
Histological tissue slides of tumors and major tissues (liver,

lungs, and kidneys) after 20 days of treatment were prepared

(Figure 7) to further investigate the antitumor effects of

PEG-PLA-based nanoparticles. Compared with saline or

blank nanoparticles, Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu and Cet-PEG

-PLA-131I exhibited similar tumor-inhibition ability.

However, treatment with Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I showed

more tumor necrosis than monotherapy with Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu or Cet-PEG-PLA-131I, suggesting the stronger tumor

suppression ability of combined therapy based on PEG-PLA

nanoparticles. On the other hand, there were no obvious

changes observed in the major organs. The tumor-inhibition

capability of PEG-PLA nanoparticles was also assessed by

immunohistochemical analysis. Figure 7 shows that the protein

expression of Ki-67 (a crucial tumor proliferation marker) was

markedly decreased following treatment with Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I versus that recorded after treatment with Cet-PEG-

PLA-5Fu or Cet-PEG-PLA-131I alone. This finding indicates

that Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles exert better antitu-

mor effects.Moreover, the rate of tumor cell apoptosiswas also

analyzed using the TUNEL assay. The results showed that Cet-

PEG-PLA-5Fu and Cet-PEG-PLA-131I induced tumor cell

apoptosis to a certain extent. In contrast, combined treatment

with Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I exhibited the highest rate of

apoptotic tumor cells, manifesting an efficient inhibition of

tumor growth by Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I, in line with the

above results. Overall, Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles

could inhibit the proliferation of cancer cells, repress tumor

growth, and trigger tumor cell apoptosis, thereby resulting in

enhanced antitumor efficacy.

Conclusions
In summary, we have successfully developed a multifunctional

drug delivery system for tumor-targeted treatment. The prepared

Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles possessed the following

characteristics: (1) sustained 5Fu release under the intracellular

pH condition; and (2) high cellular uptake by Cet decoration.

Moreover, by tracking the radioactive levels of Cet-PEG-PLA

-5Fu-131I, we showed that these nanoparticles had a prolonged

circulation time in the blood and efficient tumor-targeted accumu-

lation. Importantly, Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I showed a distinct

combined effect on the inhibition of tumor growth, which was

superior to monotherapy with Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu or Cet-PEG-

PLA-131I. Through combined chemotherapy and radiotherapy,

Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I showed obvious therapeutic advantages

Figure 6 In vivo combined therapy based on PEG-PLA nanoparticles. (A) Tumor volume, (B) tumor growth, and (C) body weight of mice receiving different treatments. *p<0.05.
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overmonotherapy. The results highlight the promising potential of

Cet-PEG-PLA-5Fu-131I nanoparticles for combined radio-

chemotherapy in colorectal cancer.
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